Vivid

Merrick Thatcher went through a hell that
no one could possibly imagine. He fought
to protect his country, his family, and the
men standing at his side, but it wasnt just
being a soldier overseas that changed him.
He watched his friends die in front of him,
felt indescribable pain, and lost his sight in
the very same moment. Badly injured,
blind, and angry, hes done with war, but
now hes fighting his own battle. So, hes
waiting for it to end, spending his days and
nights in a thick darkness no light can
penetrate. Until Grace walks into his life
and his broken eyes open to a woman that
changes everything for him. A story about
two flawed souls finding love amidst the
grief. A love that shines vividly, even in
the dark, and discovering that sometimes
being broken is how the light gets in. For
readers 18+ due to language, violence, and
sexual situations
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